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- Communication Questionnaire -

How does Your Brain Prefer to Work?

Name : ________________________________________________      Date : ____________________

The following questionnaire takes only a few minutes to complete and will tell you HOW you prefer to

communicate. It could be visual,  auditory, kinaesthetic ( feeling or doing), or auditory digital  (your internal

dialogue) or a combination of the various methods.

For each of the following questions place a number from 1 to 4 next to each answer.

Note: The same score can be applied to more than one of the choices for a question if that best describes

your answer.

4 = the answer that best describes you

3 = 2nd best description

2 = 3rd best description

1 = the answer that describes you the least

Question 1.

I make important decisions based upon …

a) my gut feeling _____

b) what sounds best to me _____

c) what looks best to me _____

d) a precise review and study of the issues _____

Questions 2.

During an argument, I am most likely to be influenced by …

a) the other person's tone of voice _____

b) whether or not I can see the other person's point of view _____

c) the logic of the other's person's argument _____

d) whether or not I am in touch with the other person's true feelings _____

Questions 3.

I most easily communicate to others what is going on with me by …

a) the way I dress and look _____

b) the feelings I share _____

c) the words I choose _____

d) my tone of voice _____
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Name : ________________________________________________

Question 4

It is easiest for me to …

a) find the ideal volume and tuning on a stereo system _____

b) select the most intellectually relevant point in an interesting subject _____

c) select the most comfortable furniture _____

d) select rich,  attractive colour combinations _____

Question 5

a) I am very attuned to the sounds of my surroundings _____

b) I am very good at making sense of new facts and data _____

c) I am very sensitive to the way articles of clothing feel on my body _____

d) I have a strong response to colours and to the way a room looks _____
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